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Reaching light intensities above 1025 W/cm2 and up to the Schwinger limit (1029 W/cm2) would
enable testing decades-old fundamental predictions of Quantum Electrodynamics. A promising yet
challenging approach to achieve such extreme fields consists in reflecting a high-power femtosecond
laser pulse off a curved relativistic mirror. This enhances the intensity of the reflected beam by
simultaneously compressing it in time down to the attosecond range, and focusing it to sub-micron
focal spots. Here we show that such curved relativistic mirrors can be produced when an ultra-intense
laser pulse ionizes a solid target and creates a dense plasma that specularly reflects the incident
light. This is evidenced by measuring for the first time the temporal and spatial effects induced
on the reflected beam by this so-called ’plasma mirror’. The all-optical measurement technique
demonstrated here will be instrumental for the use of relativistic plasma mirrors with the emerging
generation of Petawatt lasers, which constitutes a viable experimental path to the Schwinger limit.
Quantum field theory predicts that even the most per-
fect vacuum has a complex structure, characterized by
a jostling of so-called virtual particles. Probing the non-
linear optical properties of vacuum, resulting from the
coupling of light with these virtual particles, would en-
able unprecedented tests of these predictions [1–3]. The
typical amplitude of the electromagnetic fields required
to do so corresponds to the onset of the Sauter-Schwinger
effect [4–6], where charged particle-antiparticle pairs are
predicted to spontaneously appear from a vacuum in
which a sufficiently strong electric field is applied. For
electron-positron pairs, this is expected for field ampli-
tudes exceeding Es = m
2
ec
3/e~ = 1.32 × 1018V/m, cor-
responding to electromagnetic waves with an intensity
Is ≥ c0E2s/2 ' 4.7 × 1029 W/cm2. Due to these consi-
derable values, this so-called Schwinger limit has never
been reached or even approached in experiments [7].
The concentration of light energy allowed by ultrashort
lasers [8, 9] has raised the hope of approaching such in-
tensities by focusing near-visible laser light [10]. The cri-
tical value Is however still far exceeds the present record
of laser intensity of ' 5.1022 W/cm2, recently achieved
with a tightly-focused Petawatt (1 PW=1015 W) femto-
second (1 fs=10−15 s) laser [11]. Further increasing the
laser pulse energy appears as a technologically hopeless
path to close this gap of about seven orders of magnitude.
A more realistic approach would consist in considerably
increasing the concentration of this light energy. This re-
quires a conversion to electromagnetic waves of shorter
wavelengths, which can be more tightly focused in space
and compressed in time.
A promising path to implement such a frequency
conversion for high-power laser pulses is the concept of
curved relativistic mirror [12, 13]. Upon reflection on a
mirror moving at v . c, an ultraintense laser pulse gets
compressed in time and down-converted in wavelength
by a factor ' 4γ2 (with γ = 1/√1− v2/c2 the mirror’s
Lorentz factor) due to the Doppler effect. For large γ, the
reflected pulse can be compressed down to the attosecond
(1 as=10−18 s) time range, and can now converge to a
sub-micron focal spot, thus boosting the intensity of the
initial laser by orders of magnitude. Although appealing,
the major and so-far unsolved challenge of this approach
is the experimental generation of such curved relativistic
mirrors.
Different implementations have been proposed [13–16]
and debated [17] to achieve this goal. Experimentally, si-
gnificant advances have already been made in the last 15
years, using so-called plasma mirrors : these are dense
plasmas produced at the surface of initially-solid targets,
ionized by intense fs laser pulses [18, 19]. They have the
ability to specularly reflect high-power ultrashort laser
pulses, just like ordinary mirrors do for ordinary light. At
intensities exceeding 1018 W/cm2, the laser-driven oscil-
lation of the plasma surface becomes relativistic, and thus
induces a periodic Doppler effect on the reflected beam
[15, 20–23]. This results in the generation of a train of at-
tosecond light pulses -with one pulse every laser period-
associated in the frequency domain to a comb of harmo-
nics of the laser frequency. In addition to these temporal
effects, the surface of plasma mirrors can get strongly
curved under the effect of the radiation pressure exer-
ted by the incident laser field, which can provide a way
to focus these attosecond pulses right after their genera-
tion. Implemented with the emerging generation of PW
lasers, this scheme appears as one of the few viable paths
towards the Schwinger limit [16].
Pursuing this path requires the accurate measurement
of the spatio-temporal properties of the reflected beam,
down to the attosecond scale in time and nanometric
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Figure 1. Principle of dynamical ptychography. This figure presents an example of dynamical ptychography, in a case
where the diffracting object (grey area in a and c) is a sinusoidal reflective surface. The ptychographic measurement consists
in measuring the diffraction pattern (upper insets in a and c) of the illuminating beam (Gaussian profiles in a and c) while
scanning the position offset x0 of this surface with respect to the beam (from left to right in panels a-c). In dynamical
ptychography, the probe results from the superposition of multiple frequencies ω represented by the different colored Gaussian
profiles. Ptychographic traces S(θ, x0, ω) are measured for several of these frequencies, and such traces are displayed in panels
b and d for two of these frequencies ω1 and ω2. In this example, the object is assumed to drift at constant velocity v. The
temporal information on the probe pulse is encoded in the frequency dependence of the phase of the oscillating ptychographic
traces, as illustrated here for the case of an optimally-compressed probe (panels a-b) and a chirped probe (panels c-d). The
black dashed lines in b-d are guides for the eye.
scale in space, to be able to both assess and optimize
the properties of the relativistic mirror. Despite the de-
velopment of attosecond metrology in the last 20 years
[24–26], attosecond pulses generated from plasma mirrors
have never been accurately characterized in time, due to
the challenge of implementing such advanced techniques
in the extremely harsh conditions of laser-plasma experi-
ments [27, 28]. In this article, we report the first spatio-
temporal characterization of attosecond pulses generated
from relativistic plasma mirrors with a 100 TW-class fs
laser, using an all-optical technique. We thus get direct
evidence for the effects that compress the light energy
of the reflected beam in time and space. The measure-
ment method that we demonstrate can be realistically
scaled to the most powerful fs laser systems available to
date, and thus constitutes a milestone in the quest for
the Schwinger limit.
PRINCIPLE OF DYNAMICAL
PTYCHOGRAPHY
The measurement method implemented in our expe-
riment is an extension of a powerful lensless imaging
technique known as ptychography [29]. This technique
consists in illuminating a microscopic object, described
by a transmission or reflection function O(x − x0), with
a focused beam of coherent light of wavevector k0, des-
cribed by a field E(x). The angular diffraction pattern
S(θ, x0) ∝
∣∣∫ dx O(x− x0)E(x)ei sin θk0x∣∣2 produced as
the beam diverges away from the object is measured as
a function of the position x0 of the object with respect
to the beam. As an example, we consider the simple case
of a sinusoidual surface as an object Fig.1a. This object
is illuminated by a probe beam whose size at focus is
smaller than the surface oscillation period D. The resul-
ting ptychographic trace S(θ, x0) is displayed in Fig.1b.
As the position x0 is scanned, the peaks and dips of the
surface are alternatively probed, and both the angular
width and direction of the diffracted beam oscillate. The
power of ptychography lies in the fact that iterative phase
retrieval algorithms can be applied to such a trace, to re-
construct the spatial structures O(x) of the object and
E(x) of the illuminating beam, in amplitude and phase.
Ptychography is thus an advanced spatial measurement
method for both microscopic objects and coherent beams
of light or particles [30].
We now consider an illuminating probe consisting of an
ultrashort pulse of light, and aim at adding temporal re-
solution to ptychography, in order to obtain both spatial
and temporal information on this beam. We show that
this is possible by using an object O(x, t) which evolves in
3time in a known manner. The measurement then consists
in spectrally-resolving the diffraction pattern of the probe
beam on this evolving object as the offset position x0 is
scanned. This provides a 3D dataset S(θ, x0, ω), where ω
is frequency within the spectral width of the probe pulse.
To illustrate this measurement scheme, we now assume
that the object of Fig.1 drifts in time with a known and
constant velocity v (Fig.1).
An ultrashort pulse of light is formed by the superpo-
sition of multiple frequencies. For a given spectrum, the
shortest pulse is formed if all frequencies are all perfectly
synchronized in time (i.e., group delay dispersion is zero).
In such a case, all these frequencies will probe the evol-
ving object at the same instant (Fig.1a). The multiple
ptychographic traces measured at different frequencies ω
would then be observed to oscillate in phase (Fig.1b).
We now consider a probe pulse with the same spec-
trum, but with the frequencies arriving at different times
[31]. This corresponds to a chirped pulse whose duration
is longer than the minimum allowed by the pulse spec-
tral bandwidth. Different frequencies ω within the pulsed
beam will now probe the object at different instants of its
motion, and will get diffracted differently (Fig.1c). The
oscillations of the multiple ptychographic traces measu-
red at different frequencies would then be observed to be
dephased (Fig.1d), i.e. to present a maximal deflection
for different values xm(ω) of x0. If the object velocity
v is known, this dephasing directly encodes the chirp of
the probe pulse, through the following straightforward
relationship :
τ(ω) = xm(ω)/v (1)
where τ(ω) is the group delay of frequency ω within the
probe spectrum. Combined with the spatial information
provided by each ptychographic trace, we can thus get
access to the complete spatio-temporal structure of the
illuminating beam.
This measurement scheme, which we call dynamical
ptychography, is very general and can in principle be ap-
plied to very different types of objects and probes, over
a broad range of time scales, to determine the temporal
properties of the probe if the evolution of the object is
known, or vice versa.
APPLICATION TO ATTOSECOND PULSES
FROM PLASMA MIRRORS
Here we apply this general measurement scheme to
determine the spatio-temporal structure of attosecond
pulses generated from plasma mirrors. This calls for a
diffracting object evolving very quickly in time, i.e. ty-
pically moving by a fraction of its spatial period on an
attosecond time scale. We fulfill this condition by using
a transient optical grating as the diffracting structure :
this consists in an evolving spatial interference pattern,
applied on the ultraintense laser beam that drives the
interaction with the plasma mirror and generates the at-
tosecond pulses. The spatio-temporal structure of this
driving field is imprinted on the dynamics of the plasma
mirror and hence on the generated attosecond pulses.
This acts as the evolving diffracting object for the dy-
namical ptychographic measurement of this light source
(see SM).
Such a fast transient optical grating can be generated
by perturbing the main driving laser field, of frequency
ωL, with a much weaker secondary beam of frequency
2ωL, arriving at a small angle θp with the main beam
(Fig.2a). At any given time t, the crossing of these two
fields generates a sinusoidal spatial interference pattern
-exactly as the object of Fig.1. Since the two waves have
different frequencies, the relative phase of the two beams
changes as time evolves, and the resulting interference
pattern therefore drifts spatially along the plasma mirror
surface - again, like in the example of Fig.1. The spatio-
temporal structure of this transient optical grating can be
easily calculated analytically (see SM), and is displayed
in the inset of Fig.2a. Its temporal period is that of the
main driving field (TL = 2.7 fs) : the methods of attose-
cond metrology developed in the last 20 years have shown
that such a modulation at Petahertz frequency indeed en-
ables temporal measurements with attosecond resolution
[24, 25].
A ptychographic measurement requires scanning the
position x0 of the diffracting structure with respect to
that of the harmonic source -imposed by the spatial pro-
file of the main driving beam. This can be achieved with
high accuracy by changing the relative delay δt between
the two beams, by small fractions of the laser optical
period. At any given time t, this shifts the spatial inter-
ference pattern formed by their superposition, while the
position of the harmonic source remains fixed. To ensure
the required interferometric delay stability, we generate
the perturbing 2ωL beam from a fraction of the main
beam, thanks to an all-solid in-line optical set-up (see
SM), and vary its delay with attosecond accuracy by tiny
rotations of a glass plate used in transmission. Using an
angularly-resolved spectrometer (Fig.2a), we then mea-
sure in a single delay scan the ptychographic trace of
each individual harmonic in the spectrum of the attose-
cond pulse train.
We have performed such dynamical ptychographic
measurements in different interaction regimes (see SM)
[19, 33], from laser intensities exceeding 1019 W/cm2,
where the Doppler effect described in the introduction
is the main source of harmonic generation (Relativistic
Oscillating Mirror regime - ROM), down to much lower
intensities of ≈ 1017 W/cm2, where attosecond pulses are
produced by collective plasma oscillations, periodically
triggered into the dense plasma by fast electron bunches
(Coherent Wake Emission regime -CWE) [34]. The com-
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Figure 2. Applications of dynamical ptychography to attosecond pulses generated on plasma mirrors. The upper
panel presents the principle of the experiment, where attosecond pulses (purple cone) are generated on a plasma mirror by
a spatio-temporally shaped laser field resulting from the superposition of a main beam at frequency ωL (red cone) and a
perturbation beam at frequency 2ωL (blue cone), crossing at an angle θp on the target. The delay δt between the two beams is
controlled on the attosecond time scale. The inset sketches the transient optical grating resulting from the superposition of the
two beams at focus, for θp = 35 mrad (see SM). This is the ’object’ used for the dynamical ptychography measurement, which
here has a velocity v = c/2 sin θp = 14.3c (c vacuum velocity of light). Frequency-resolved ptychographic traces are measured in
the far-field using a XUV spectrometer. Two such traces are displayed in the lower row, measured in the CWE (panel b) and
ROM (panel d) regimes, for harmonic 9 of the fundamental beam. The reconstructions provided by the iterative phase-retrieval
algorithm are displayed below the measured traces. In both cases, the reconstruction error is of the order of 12 %. The retrieved
spatial amplitude and phase profiles of harmonic 9 in the surface plane of the plasma mirror are displayed in the central graphs
(panels c and e, amplitude profile in full line, phase profile in dashed line, prediction of theoretical models [32] as black dotted
line).
parison of the results obtained in these two regimes will
provide stringent tests of the measurement method, as
explained below.
We note that different measurement schemes based on
the perturbation of a laser field by its second harmo-
nic have been demonstrated in the last decade [35–37],
for the characterization of attosecond pulses generated
in gases or solids at laser intensities of ∼ 1014 W/cm2.
The justification of these schemes is based on a quantum
picture, and is specific to the involved generation pro-
cess. Here we provide a general conceptual framework,
independent of the physics of the generation mechanism,
which explains why dynamical ptychography with spatio-
temporally shaped laser fields can be applied to a large
variety of systems and interaction regimes -such as plas-
mas exposed to laser intensities 105 times higher than in
any previous attosecond measurement.
SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
ATTOSECOND PULSES FROM PLASMA
MIRRORS
Figure 2b-d displays two experimental ptychographic
traces obtained for harmonic 9, in the CWE and ROM
interaction regimes. These traces are then processed by a
ptychographic phase retrieval algorithm (see SM), which
converges to the reconstructions displayed below the
measured data.
The first information obtained from the reconstruction
of a single ptychographic trace is the spatial structure of
the harmonic beam in the plane of the plasma mirror.
The amplitude and phase profiles of harmonic 9 retrieved
in the two interaction regimes are displayed in Fig.2 c-e.
These spatial properties, and more particularly the phase
profile, carry rich information on the physics of the har-
monic generation process [38, 39], and are consistent with
analytical models [40, 41] (black dotted lines in Fig.2 c-e)
as well as previous spatial-only measurements [32, 42].
In both cases, the observed curvature of the spatial
wavefront is due to the spatial variation of the laser in-
tensity across focus. In the CWE regime, the intensity de-
pendence of the electron dynamics at the plasma surface
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Figure 3. Temporal reconstruction of attosecond pulses from plasma mirrors. Panel a displays the reconstruction of
the spatial phase φ
(9)
O (x) of the transient optical grating obtained from the two ptychographic traces of Fig.2 for harmonic 9.
The position of this grating encodes the emission time (group delay) of the harmonic, according to Eq.(1). By measuring the
position of this grating as a function of frequency, we determine the group delay dispersion of the attosecond pulses generated
in the CWE (upper row) and ROM (lower row) regimes, for harmonics 9 to 14 (panel b - black dotted lines are guides for the
eye). Knowing the spectral amplitude (provided by the XUV spectrometer), we can then reconstruct the temporal profile of
these attosecond pulses (panel c) by a Fourier transformation. The temporal resolution of the technique is validated by the
measurement of the difference in emission times, within the laser optical period, of the CWE and ROM attosecond pulses
(panel c). This measured difference matches the value determined from PIC simulations, shown in panel d that illustrates the
plasma dynamics leading to attosecond pulse emission (electron density as grey color map, intensity of attosecond pulses as
purple color map).
results in a diverging beam [21, 38]. The opposite curva-
ture observed in the ROM regime is that of a converging
harmonic beam, and has a very different physical origin.
At the ultrahigh laser intensities involved in this regime,
the radiation pressure exerted by the incident field on
the plasma mirror surface reaches the Gigabar range, and
leads to a recession of this surface typically by a few tens
of nanometers [39, 40]. Due to the varying laser intensity,
this recession is stronger at the center of the focal spot
than on the edges, and the plasma mirror surface thus
gets dented, acquiring a parabolic shape : this is preci-
sely the type of curved relativistic mirror that is needed
to boost the reflected light intensity.
The intensity boost that will be achieved at the plasma
mirror focus is not only determined by the spatial pro-
perties of individual harmonics, obtained in Fig.2 : it cri-
tically depends on the attosecond temporal compression
of the reflected field. This is precisely the second type
of information provided by dynamical ptychography. For
each individual harmonic of frequency ωn = nωL, the
ptychographic algorithm provides a reconstruction of the
diffracting object. According to the previous sections, the
emission time τ(ωn) of this harmonic is encoded in the
measured position offset of this object, following Eq.(1).
We now experimentally validate this key feature of the
measurement method.
The optical gratings retrieved from the two ptycho-
graphic traces of Fig.2 are displayed in Fig.3a. While
these two measurements have been performed in different
laser-plasma interaction conditions, the moving grating
used for dynamical ptychography remained the same in
the two cases (see SM). As expected, it is sinusoidal in
space, with a spatial period D = 11.5 µm determined
by the angle between the main and perturbing beams.
More importantly, we observe that the overall position
of the object retrieved for the 9th harmonic differs by
∆x0 = 7.5 µm in the two regimes. This position shift
should be related to different times of emission (within
the laser optical cycle) of the attosecond pulses produ-
ced in these two measurements carried out in different
regimes. Converted in time using Eq.(1) with v = 14.3c,
this corresponds to a delay ∆t0 = 1.8 fs between these
attosecond pulses (Fig.3c).
Such a difference is indeed what is expected physi-
cally [34] : in the ROM regime, attosecond pulses are
emitted in the part of the optical cycle where plasma
surface electrons are pulled outward by the incident la-
ser field (Fig.3d, lower panel). Later in the laser optical
cycle, these surface electrons are pushed back into the
plasma, where they trigger the emission of CWE attose-
cond pulses (Fig.3d, upper panel). The measured delay
quantitatively matches the one observed in Particle-In-
Cell (PIC) simulations of the laser-plasma interaction
(∆t0 = 1.75 fs, Fig.3d) : this provides a striking vali-
dation of the temporal sensitivity of the measurement
method.
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Figure 4. Spatio-temporal field of an attosecond pulse
produced by a relativistic plasma mirror. Panel a dis-
plays the experimental spatio-temporal reconstruction of the
E-field of an attosecond pulse generated in the ROM regime,
resulting from the superposition of harmonics 9 to 14, in the
plane of the plasma mirror surface. Panel b displays the E-
field now obtained from a PIC simulation where the laser in-
tensity on target is 1022 W/cm2 -nowadays achievable with a
PW laser. In this second case, the displayed attosecond pulse
is produced by the superposition of all generated harmonics
(orders n ≥ 2). The color lines in the bottom and side panels
respectively show lineouts of the temporal profile and projec-
tions of the spatial profile in the two cases (with w0 the laser
beam waist diameter on target, and λL the laser wavelength).
In case a, the dotted black lines in these panels show results
from PIC simulations carried out in the physical conditions of
the experiment (see SM). The dashed black lines in the main
panels a and b are guides for the eye.
We can now use the position offset xm(ωn) of the
multiple objects retrieved from the ptychographic traces
measured for different harmonics, to determine the group
delay τ(ωn) of the associated attosecond pulses (see SM).
These results are plotted in Fig.3b, for both the CWE
and ROM regimes. In the CWE regime, we observe that
the harmonics are emitted at different times, with a to-
tal delay of ' 150 as between the emission of harmo-
nics 9 and 14, leading to pulses slightly longer than the
Fourier-transform limited duration (Fig.3c, upper panel).
This group delay dispersion results from the fact that
higher harmonics are emitted from denser parts of the
plasma, which are located deeper into the target [34] :
they are therefore emitted later in the laser optical cycle.
In contrast, all harmonics are found to be synchronized in
the ROM regime, leading to attosecond pulses with the
minimum duration allowed by the spectral bandwidth of
the beam (Fig.3c, lower panel). This is because all harmo-
nics are emitted at the same time, when the plasma mir-
ror moves outward at relativistic velocity (Fig.3d, lower
panel). These results constitute the first accurate tem-
poral measurements of attosecond pulses generated from
plasma mirrors.
Combining the spatial and temporal information ob-
tained from our ptychographic measurements, we can
reconstruct the spatio-temporal field of the attosecond
pulses formed by the superposition of harmonics 9 to 14.
This field is displayed in Fig.4a for the ROM regime.
Due to the spatial curvature of the wavefronts imprin-
ted by the curved plasma mirror surface, this optimally-
compressed attosecond pulse will get focused ' 150 µm
away from this surface. The combination of these tem-
poral and spatial compressions leads to an intensity gain
compared to the incident laser field. Determining the ef-
fective gain requires considering the field produced by
the entire harmonic spectrum, and knowing the conver-
sion efficiency of the laser energy to these harmonics. To
this end, we use PIC simulations validated by our ex-
perimental results (Fig.4a, side and bottom panels), and
estimate the intensity gain to 8 in our experiment.
OUTLOOK : A PATH TO THE SCHWINGER
LIMIT
The excellent spatio-temporal compression measured
in our experiment suggests that considerably higher gains
should be possible using incident laser fields with peak in-
tensities of the order of 1022 W/cm2, now available from
the emerging generation of PW lasers. As these much hi-
gher intensities, the involved physical processes -temporal
compression and tight focusing- qualitatively remain the
same as the ones observed in our experiment, but their ef-
fect can be made much stronger [16]. As illustrated by the
simulations results of Fig.4b, shorter attosecond pulses
(' 100 as), associated to broader harmonic spectra, are
generated with much higher conversion efficiencies, rea-
ching 40 % for all harmonic orders > 2 in the physi-
cal conditions of Fig.4b. Due to a stronger curvature of
the plasma surface, and to a larger size of the harmonic
source, converging harmonic beams with larger numerical
apertures are produced, which thus get focused to tighter
focal spots. In the case of Fig.4b, a 300 nm focal spot is
produced 60 µm away from the plasma mirror surface,
resulting in a total intensity gain of 103 that brings the
light intensity in the 1025 W/cm2 range. Different ap-
proaches can be used to further enhance the focusing by
these highly-controllable plasmas [43–48] and thus make
the Schwinger limit within reach [49] -such as creating
the plasma mirror on a micro-fabricated curved target,
using optically-shaped plasmas [45, 46], or tailoring the
laser wavefronts to control the harmonic beam divergence
[40, 50].
In all of these cases, the advanced measurement me-
thod described here will equally apply, enabling the ac-
curate characterization and optimization of the spatio-
temporal effects induced by relativistic plasma mirrors
on the reflected field. All key experimental concepts and
tools are thus now available to pursue this challenging
7yet realistic path to the Schwinger limit based on plasma
mirrors, which our results set as a new type of attosecond
light source [24, 51] of high spatio-temporal quality.
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